
Hey everyone,
Rocky Mountain Electric is so
excited to finally have our new
website up and running! Our
website designers over at Key
Design Websites has been
working tirelessly on getting us a
new website made! We are so
grateful that everything seems to
have gone smoothly and now it's
time to take advantage of our
new accessories to this website.
Firstly, take a look around! We
have added a lot more key
information to all of our services
that we offer here at RME. Not
only that, you can read all about
our news updates and
announcements straight from our
website. Make sure you're
following us on all of our social
media platforms to be able to
keep up to date on everything.
We have some new offers coming
soon too, so you're going to want
to keep informed. Well, that's all
for now! Don't forget to leave us a
review on Google & BBB if you've
had a great experience working
with us!

-Jade Saythavy-Green
Marketing Coordinator
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WELCOME TO OUR
NEW WEBSITE!

Scott Lewis I Napier - April 21st - 38 years
Buster Bowen - April 8th - 27 years
Lyle Petersen - April 14th - 9 years
Brandon Draper - April 17th - 9 years
Dylan Schul - April 11th - 7 years
Gregory Bocox - April 22nd - 7 years
Clint Huffman - April 23rd - 5 years
Jason Halderman - April 20th - 2 years
Hyrum Liechty - April 20th - 1 year

EMPLOYEE
ANNIVERARIES:
APRIL 2023

NEWS UPDATE: NOW
SERVING EASTERN

IDAHO 
We are now serving Eastern Idaho! This
includes Twin Falls, Burley, Pocatello,
Blackfoot, Idaho Falls & Surrounding Areas!
We are offering electrical repairs and
upgrades, lighting installations and
maintenance, estimates and service
specialists for these areas. If you've been
looking for electrical help in one of these
areas, don't hesitate to give us a call!



This hotel has plans to be finished in March of
2024. RME is the electrical engineers on this
amazing addition to Downtown Boise's
historical looking atmosphere. Located on the
northwest corner of the intersection of West
Grove Street and South 11th Street, it is eight
stories high, 120,000 square feet with 122
boutique hotel rooms. It also features a
restaurant and bar on the first floor and a
lounge, bar and patio on the eighth floor.

CURRENT MAJOR PROJECTS
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HOTEL RENEGADE

RECENTLY COMPLETED PROJECTS

KDP's remodel of the 18,000 square foot
building, which dates to 1965, takes up space
in both the basement and first floor with a
new patio space added. RME was the
electrical engineers on this project, bringing
light and energy efficiency to all areas of the
building.

KDP OFFICE
BUILDING

BROADSTONE SARATOGA
PARKING GARAGE
RME will be working with the Perigee group
to bring the Saratoga Apartments to life in
Downtown Boise. This seven-story
apartment project planned at 1201 W. Grove
St. in Boise, ID with studio, one- and two-
bedroom units, as well as retail space,
parking and amenity areas, is planned to be
finished sometime in November 2024 .



Treefort's Music Hall is up and running and
right before Treefort 2023! This Music Hall
included construction of new interior
demising walls to expand to 13,422 sq. ft. The
ground floor construction included a new
recessed venue pit, raised platform stage,
public bathrooms and a brand new bar area.
The main concert venue sits roughly in the
middle, with a stage, three tiers of VIP
seating, rail seating, and a sound booth.
Treefort Musical Hall is a huge addition to
Treefort 2023 allowing for more local artist
to be able to preform this year.
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TREEFORT MUSIC HALL

RECENTLY COMPLETED PROJECTS

RME'S INVOLVEMENT
Within the new Treefort Music Hall, RME
had the privilege of being the electrical
engineers on phase two of the project. We
helped with all interior lighting as well as
all electrical needs needed for the new
concert stage which includes a large sound
booth. The new bar area and public
bathrooms were also in need of lighting
fixtures which RME installed. All electrical
features done by RME were made sure to
be of utmost importance with Treefort
2023 around the corner. 
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RECENTLY COMPLETED PROJECTS

One of the best parts of
working with RME is that we
make sure to keep up with
maintenance of all the
buildings we've worked on.
Just last month, we retrofitted
all the exterior lights with new
LED lights to accent all the
architecture of  the 805 Idaho
Building built in 1890. You can
always rely on RME to make
sure your company building is
efficiently lit and taken care of.

805 IDAHO BUILDING -
LIGHT REPLACEMENT

Photo from Survey HABS ID-23

Did you know the 805 Idaho
Building used to be

Boise City National Bank? 



On March 17th, 2023 , RME Idaho
& Utah threw a party for our
employees to kick off the start of
March Madness. Employees
submitted their brackets and
were eligible for a raffle drawing.
Many prizes were given away
such as Milwaukee tools, grab
bags and RME branded items. It
was an amazing turn out with
over 70 of RME's employees
coming to watch the first game.
We love being able to put on
these events for our employees to
show just how much we
appreciate all of their hard work
they do daily for RME.
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MARCH MADNESS

COMPANY EVENTS



"Streem helps companies connect with their
customers more meaningfully — reducing waste and
inefficiencies and making knowledge and
information more accessible to all. Our tools help
support, visualize, and maintain our home and
world." With Streem, RME will be able to cut down
on driving time to respond quicker to customers
needs. RME will be able to virtually make estimates
for smaller projects to create quicker turn around for
our customers.
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VIRTUAL ESTIMATING
WITH STREEM

COMING SOON TO RME

RME is hoping to be fully

launched with Streem by mid

April. We want to make sure

that we are fully trained and

ready to bring this to our

customers so that each

customer is getting the best

experience. Make sure to

keep an eye out on our social

media platforms (Facebook,

Instagram and LinkedIn) to

see once we are fully up and

running with Streem virtual

estimating.

WHEN TO EXPECT IT?

WHAT THIS MEANS FOR
CUSTOMER
Do you have a hot tub installation that you need
help with but don't want to wait months for an
electrician to be able to come out just to only give
you a quote? With Streem, RME will be able to talk
to customers through video to see the layout of the
project, save the video, and make an estimate in a
quicker turnaround time. It's as easy as picking an
available time, receiving a call link, and virtually
showing our estimators your projects.
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EDWARD ANDERSON - 01/03/2023

RUBEN PEDRAZA - 12/27/2022

GREGORY CORDOVA - 01/09/2023

DMITRIY PROZAPAS - 01/23/2023

ROBERT SANCHEZ - 01/23/2023

STEPHEN SHIPPY - 02/06/2023

REAGAN PEARSON - 02/06/2023

BRYANT POWELL - 02/06/2023

ESAI CARDENAS JARA - 02/10/2023

BRANDON SELF - 02/15/2023

MARSHALL BAILEY - 02/22/2023

TYLER ALVAREZ - 02/23/2023

BRISTIN CORRIGAN - 02/27/2023

MATTHEW MICHAILOFF - 03/06/2023

ANDREW JENSEN - 03/06/2023

GANNON VENSTRA - 03/13/2023

DANIEL CONLON - 03/16/2023

WELCOME TO THE TEAM
2023 NEW HIRES
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AUSTIN KAPLAN - 03/25/2022
HYRUM LIECHTY - 04/20/2022

JOSE RIVAS - 05/31/2022
JADE SAYTHAVY-GREEN - 05/31/2022

EVAN BUTLER - 06/06/2022
SEAN CARTER - 06/13/2022

LOREN ASHLEY - 06/14/2022
TYLER ARTHUN - 07/05/2022
JAMES SMITH - 07/20/2022

DEVIN SLUSHER - 07/25/2022
TYLER QUINN - 08/08/2022

JOSHUA SUNSERI - 08/15/2022
D-O DRAPER - 08/22/2022

JULIAN LLAMAS - 08/22/2022
RAMON GONZALEZ - 08/22/2022
BRANDON PARKS - 08/29/2022
JOSEPH WIETING - 09/06/2022

JALEN BARNES - 09/12/2022
TRISTAN JOHNSON - 09/12/2022
JACOB MARTINEZ - 09/13/2022

LABIAN FAZLIU - 09/12/2022
DANIEL WILBUR - 09/26/2022

WILLIAM CRANNEY - 10/17/2022
NICHOLAS PIETRZAK - 11/07/2022
TRACE BEAUCANNON - 11/30/2022

ISAAC DELGADO - 12/05/2022
JONATHAN YANEZ - 12/05/2022

EVAN RAWSON - 12/08/2022
CHRISTOPHER GRADY - 12/12/2022

COLBY STIEGER - 12/12/2022
RUBEN PEDRAZA - 12/27/2022

WELCOME TO THE TEAM
2022 NEW HIRES - 31



WE ARE
HIRING 

Benefits:

APPLY THROUGH OUR WEBSITE AT:

Qualifications:About RME:
Valid Apprentice/Journeyman
Card
Valid Driver's License
Must Pass Background and
Drug Test

Health Insurance
Life Insurance
Retirement Plan
Vacation Pay
Holiday Pay
Fair trade wages apply and
depend upon schooling
experience

RME, Inc has 40+ years in
business as a family owned
Electrical Contractor across the
Northwest. We are seeking hard
working, dependable and self-
motivated Licensed Apprentices
or Journeymen Electricians for
full time positions in and around
Boise, ID.

www.rmeinc.net/careers

RME is a second-generation
family owned and operated
electrical contracting firm based
in Boise, Idaho with a branch
office in Salt Lake City, Utah. 

Who We Are
Looking For:

Multiple Journeyman Positions


